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Blue Moon Soup: A Family Cookbook (Hardback)
By Gary Goss

Skyhorse Publishing, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Jane Dyer (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. Soup is delicious in every season, and this delightful cookbook
includes over thirty recipes for fall, winter, spring, and summer soups, as well as related recipes for
bread, salads, and snacks. Using tasty ingredients and winning combinations, Chef Gary Goss
proves that even beginning chefs can create scrumptious soups! Recipes are charmingly named:
You Can t Elope (a cold cantaloupe soup) or Sob Soup (made with onions). Most notably, however,
are Dyer s ethereal illustrations that gracefully accompany the recipes, offering images of dancing
celery and sunbathing tomatoes that are sure to keep kids engaged while in the kitchen.Blue Moon
Soup, originally published fourteen years ago, is a quintessential cookbook-and a beautiful gift
book for holidays and birthdays alike! Blue Moon Soup is the winner of such awards as the
Smithsonian Notable Books for Children, Nappa Award, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Award, Real
Life Award, and Bookbuilders of Boston, as well as the Parents Choice Award. Explore the joys of
cooking with children while enjoying some delicious seasonal soups!.
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Reviews
This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy
It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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